I. INTRODUCTION
Input ripple current from a switching power supply contains considerablc low-order harmonics, necessitating extra design eEorts for reducing or limiting the amount of electromagnetic interference (EMI) in the frequency range concenicd. To achieve electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) compliance, filtering approaches are commonly used, which usually involve bulky components so as to provide suppression of the relativcly high content of low-order harmonics [I. 21. Active and passive ripple cancellations provide alternative approaches to the problem [3]-[l I]. Although the basic method has been known for some time, there seems io be no systematic synthesis procedure of active or passive noise cancelling circuits that can expedite thc practical design of such circuits. In this paper, we attempt to generalkc the approach and derive a family of basic circuit configurations which can be implemented in both activc 'and passive forms. It will bc shown that many cxisting active filters and noise cancelling circuits can bc synthesized from these basic configurations [3]--.[ 1 1 ]. Also, the tcchniquc is equally applicable to combating common-mode noise, although our discussion focuses on differential-mode noise for simplicity. We will present a comparative study of the basic approaches, and discuss their practical implementations. Finally, results fi-om expcrimental tests will bc presented for verification.
POSSIBILITIES OF ZERO INPUT R I P P L E CURREXI
The ideal circuit element riullator, is a two-terminal device whose voltage and current are zero, while the tzorutw is one whose voltage and current can assume any value. Fig. 1 (a) shows their circuit symbols. Obviously any solvable circuit must have equal numbers of nullators and norators. An ideal op-amp, for example, can be represented by a pair of nullator and norator [ 121.
Consider now a switching power supply which draws an ac ripplc current from the mains. Let Z i , be the mains impedanceand i, be the equivalent ac current that is being injected to the mains. Suppose an input capacitor. C,, , is connected across the mains. Fig. 1 (b) shows the ac equivalent circuit model. If we wish to null off the current that flows into Z i , , we can either connect a nullator in series or in parallel with Zi,. Four configurations are possible. as shown in Figs. 1 (c) through (d). We denote, for brevity, these configurations as Types I, 11, I11 and IV.
In the configurations of Types I and 11, a iiiillator is in series with the mains impedance. 
ACTIVE CII1CUIT RMLIZATIOY
A.
The conceptual circuits derived in the foregoing section can be realized using active devices. Specifically. nullors are implementable by active devices like op-amps and transistors [ 121. U'henever necessary, isolation transformers and dc level. shiftcrs may be included. Moreover, realization is not unique, and there can be many possible realization styles. Fig. 2 shows the circuit implementations for the configurations shown in Figs. 1 (c) to (f). These circuits use op-amps as nullors, and transformers for voltage level alignments.
Busk Con figurations of Active h.'ullifiers

B.
Although all basic nullifier circuits in theory achieve the same hnction of removing the input ripple current. they do have rclative advantages and disadvantages when considered fi.om a practical point of view. hi this section, we attempt to provide a comparative review of the basic configurations, the aim being to identif>r their inherent properties that make them particularly suitable or unsuitable for practical applications.
To compare the effectiveness of the nullifier circuits, we calculate for each case the noise uttenrrrrtion. which is defined as For the active nullifier of Type I ( Fig. 2 (a) ), the noise attenuation is readily found as
where zt is the open-loop trans-impedance gain from the sensed input current to the counteracting voltage, as shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Note that the presence of C,, is necessary for absorbing the ripple currcnt. Howevcr, for the activc nullifier of Type I1 ( Fig. 2 (h) ), the noise attcnuation is found as
where A, is the open-loop current gain from the sensed input current to thc counteracting current, as shown in Fig. 2 (b) . Clcarly, C,, is not mandatory in this case. Moreover, for thc active nullifier of Typc 111 ( Fig. 2 (c) Fig. 2 (c) . Notc that C,, is mandatory for this type of active nullifier. Finally, for the active nullifier of Type 1V ( Fig. 2 (d) ), the noise attenuation Is where gt is the opcn-loop trans-conductance gain from the sensed input voltage to the counteracting current, as shown in Fig. 2 A convenient way to compare these nullifiers is to plot the noise attenuation for differcnt Zi,. Figs. 3 (a) and (b) comparc the noise attenuation of the four active nullifiers for two different Zi, 's. In all cases. we assume that Cin = lpF, and the active device has an open-loop gain of 2 x 10' and a low-frequency roll-off at 15 Hz, Le., zt = A, = A, = gt = 2 x 106/(1 + jf/15). Table 1 suiiimaiizes the essential properties.
IV. PASSIVE CIRClJIT REALIZATIOh
The foregoing has illustrated the use of a nullator to force the input ripple current to zero, with a norator helping to keep the null condition by supplying a suitable voltagc or current. Two cases can be identified according to Fig. 1: 1. For the circuits of Types I and 111, the norator needs to supply a voftuge of-vc according to (1) in order to maintain the null condition.
2. For the circuits of Types I1 and IV. the norator needs to supply a current of i, according to (2) in order to maintain the null condition. Now it is apparent that if we can place a voltage (current) source that assumes exactly the value of -vc (2,) in series (parallcl) to the input. thcn we would be able to makc the input currcnt zero. Moreover, this approach may need no nullator and requirc only passive components. Fig. 4 illustrates these alternative configurations.
A.
The circuits of Fig. 4 can be conceptually constructed by direct feedfonvard of the noise current. as illustrated in Fig. 5 . A straightforward implementation of these feedfomard circuits is to use a transformer, with suitable sensing impedance, as shown in B.
It is of interest to conipare passive nullifiers with conventional LC filters, and in particular to find out if there are relative advantages of using passive nullifiers. First, both passive nullifiers and LC filters require the use of magnetic cores and capacitors. However, since LC filtcrs are required to sustain the mains voltage which can be above 300V, their size is usually less favorably compared with passive nullifiers. Since the volume ofa capacitor is proportional to the CV product, the same capacitance used in an LC filter will be much larger in volume than that in a passive nullifier. For the purposc of comparison, we consider tlic noise attenuation for the case of a passive nullifier of Fig. 6 (a) arid that for an LC filter. It can be readily shown that the noise attenuation of thc passive nullifier of Fig. 6 (a) is given by
Comparison of Pussiw Null@er.s with Passive Filtering
Now, consider an LC filter of the same volume. For comparison, we place this filter between Zin and 4,. The inductor of this LC filter, being equal in volumc to that of the passive nullifier, should have an inductance of (1 + n~ ) 2 L T I , where L T I is the primary-side magnetizing inductance of the h-ansformer in the passive nullifier. Also, thc capacitance having the same CV product (volume) is assumed to bc 10 timcs less in niagnitudc than C,, in the passive nullificr. This is because the LC filter will need to sustain a mains voltage of 3OOV or higher, which is IO times more than that needed for a passive nullifier.
Simple circuit analysis gives the noise attenuation as ... Fig. 7 shows the calculated attenuation curves for Ci, = 1pF. Zi, = 100C211100pH. L T~ = 20pH and nT = 1. Clearly, the passive nullifier performs better than the LC filter of the same volume.
At this point, it is of interest to recall some previously reported circuits, as shown in Table 2 , which can be classified according to the above classification. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICAT1O-U
We have constructedfour active nullifier circuits corresponding to the four basic typcs discussed in Section III., and also two passive nullifier circuits corresponding to the two basic types discussed in Section IV.. The schematics of these six experimental circuits are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. All circuits except the one shown in Fig. I ) (b) are obvious derivatives of the respective basic forms. Moreover, upon closer inspection, the circuit of Fig. 9 (b) is indeed derivable from the basic circuit of Fig. 6 (b) . Firstly, we make use of the inductance ofthe boost converter to serve as Z,. Secondly, we shift one end of the transformer to the lower side of Ci, (i.e., ground). Such shifting can be done because Ci, is a virtual ac short-circuit under thc nullification condition. The circuit of Fig. 9 (b) is therefore equivalent to that of Fig. 6 (b) . Moreover, it is interesting to note that the coupled filter discussed in Hamill and Krein [ 1 13 is in fact directly derivable from the basic circuit of Fig. 6 (b) . Each circuit is applied to a boost converter operating at 10OkHz 0-7803-5692-6~00/$10.0O ( Vlatkovic et uf. [4] Lec-Cho [SI Fig. 10. we also give the measured input current waveforms and spectra when no nullifier is used and when only a 20pH choke is used. Furthermore, in Fig. 1 I. we give thc measured ripple current when an LC filter of the same volume as the passive nullifier is used. In all cases, we observe significant reduction in the input current ripple that can be gained using the nullification technique.
VI. CON c LI! s I OK
Noise cancellation techniques are useful in power electronics lor control of EMI. Literature abounds with practical circuits in both active ive forms. However, in order to fully exploit the possibilities of noise cancellation, we need a Formal classification, based on which we can develop noise cancelling circuits systematically. In this paper, we have attcinptcd to classi@ the basic noise cancellation methods in terms of the basic process of nullification. Specifically, we have derived four fundamental nulling configurations, discussed their practical implemcntations. and compared their relative merits. Practical implementations are numerous. Many papers [3]-[l I ] were written and patents [I31 produced in the past, addressing particular circuit unplemcntations. While "new" circuits continue to be invented, it may be worthwhile to reconsider the fundamentals in greater depth in order to reinforce the theoretical basis that is nccessary for the constmction of effective noisc cancelling circuits.
[I] J. Gocdblocd, Electromcignetic Computibili@. London: Prcntice Hall, 1990. 
